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Algebra 2B
Ms. Stark

estark@hayward.kl.wi.us
Phone: 320-469-2245

Office Hours: Barn - 11 am Monday through Friday
I check my emails often so do not hesitate to reach out during other times.

The intention of this packet is to provide you with the fundamental concepts
from the remaining sections of Algebra 2B. In the packet you will find filled in
notes and homework problems from each of the sections we deemed “most
valuable.”

If you are not already in the Google Class, the code is: z37wcii

-This is the code for the class that wfll include Mr. Siverling’s students too

If you are not already into your google classroom, here is that code:

-Block 1:uijwrya
-Block 5: hppsutz

All pertinent information needed for Algebra 2 will be posted to the Google Class
page and you will be given access to the documents through Google Drive Any
other material that I can find online or if I work a problem through on the board
will be posted to the Google Class page as well. Things like videos, calculators,
and other enrichment activities may also be posted so check back often.

Material that will be looked at for grade determination are:
• Completed assignments (from textbook and worksheets)
• Final assessment (you will be allowed to use the notes and your completed

assignments so hang on to them)

Please email me a picture of your completed worksheets each week so I can
grade them.

Do not hesitate to reach out for any questions or concerns you may have. Stay
safe and stay healthy!!



Assignment list

Week I
• 0-4 Worksheet
• 0-5 Worksheet

Week 2
• 0-4 pg P12 #1-l7odds

• 0-5pgPl5 #3,4,5

• 0-6 pg P19 #1-15 odds

• 0-9 pg P27 #1,3

Week 3
• 8-1 pg 534-535 #1, 3, 7-15 odds

• 8-3 pg 548 #7-19 odds

• 8-5 pg 563-564 #1-9 odds

• 8-6 pg 570 #1,3,9,11

Week 4
• 0-8 pg P23 #1-11 odds
• 9-1 pg 599-600 #13, 17, 21, 23, 25, 31, 33, 35,47

• 9-2pg608#11-29odds

Week 5
• Special triangle Worksheet

• 9-3 pg 616 #13,15,19,21,23,25,27,29

• Exact value of trig functions worksheet

Week 6
• Law of Sines worksheet
• Law of Cosines worksheet
• 10-1 pg 658 #9-19 odds



C-4 Ellipses
Ellipses are the paths of planets and comets around the
Sun, or otmoofls L1iOt1ik1 planets.

An ellipse is the set of all points in a plane
whose distance from two fixed points in the
plane have a constant sum. The fixed points
are the foci (plural of focus) of the ellipse. The
line through the foci is the focal axis. The
point on the focal axis midway between the
foci is the center. The points where the ellipse
intersects its axis are the vertices of the
ellipse.

Key Points on the Focal Axis of an Ellipse

http://www.coo1math.com/a1gebra/25 -conic-sections/02-introduction-ellipses-O 1 .htm



Length of Major Axis 2a units

Length of Minor Axis 2b units 2b units

There are se’era I important relationships among the many parts cit an ellipse.

• The length of the major axis, 2ti units, equals the sum cii the distances 1mm the foci

In any point on the ellipse.

• The values o[ ii, b, and C are related by the equation_c2 — a2 —

• The distance from a focus to either co-vertex is a units. Q. (3 c._._S fl

Concept Equations of Ellipses Centered at (h,k)

(x—h)2 Iv_k)2 (yJ)2 (x—h)2
Standard Form ± = 1 + = 1

a2 b2 a2

0tL

32
-32- -

1. Write an equation for an ellipse with vertices at (—4, 0) and (4,1)) and foci at

(2,0) and (—2,0).
?orlf I

KeyConcept Equations of Ellipses Centered at the Origin

Standard Form . + — =
a2 b2

Orientation horizontal

Foci

a2 b2

vertical

(C. 0). (--C. 0) (0. c). (0, —

2a units

Orientation horizontal vertical

Foci (17 ± C, k) (Ii, k ± C)

Vertices (h ± a, k) (17, k ± a)

Co-vertices (ii, k ± b) (Ii ± b, h)

jJ Write an Equation Given Vertices and Foci

Write an equation for the ellipse. iJe (-j-. (o.j - (0,5)

(O,o)
- +4



You can also determine the equation for an ellipse if von are ivc,n all four vertices.

Write an Equation Given the Lengths of the Axes

Write an equation for the ellipse with vertices at (6, —8) and (6, 4) and -verticcs
at (3, —2) and (9, —2).

C

2. Write an equation for the ellipse with vertices at (-3, 8) and (9, 8) and
co-vertices at (3, 12) and (3, 4).



Find the coordinates of the citer and foci and the lengths of the
major and minor axes for the ellipse with the given equation.
Then graph the ellipse.

2 1 J(+iCQJ
(x+1) (y—I

+ =1
4

L.....,..i.) Graph an Ellipse

Find the coordinates of the center and foci, and the lengths of the major and minor
axes of an ellipse with equation 25x2 ÷ 9y2 + 250x

—
36y + 436 = 0. Then graph

the ellipse.

25x2 + 250x + 9y2
-

= -436

2xz +i<) 9 -

4-

___

-Es)
(-Si

\D)
r’I— I

S.

C:5

F(i 1+)
-

(V’jo4- jQ



NAME

______________________________________

DATE

________________________

PERIOD

C-4 Skills Practice Worksheet
Ellipses

Write an equation for each ellipse.

1.
-

2.

4’24°

__

(0, —5)

Write an equation for an ellipse that satisfies each set of conditions.

4. endpoints of major axis at (0, 6) 5. endpoints of major axis at (2, 6) 6. endpoints of major axis at (7, 3)
and (0, —6), endpoints of minor and (8, 6), endpoints of minor and (7, 9), endpoints of minor
axis at (—3, 0) and (3, 0) axis at (5, 4) and (5, 8) axis at (5, 6) and (9, 6)

7. major axis 12 units long and 8. endpoints of major axis at (—6, 0) 9. endpoints of major axis at (0, 12)
horizontal, minor axis 4 units and (6, 0), foci at (—f, 0) and (0, —12), foci at (0, ‘f)
long, center at (0, 0) and ( 0) and (0, — 1)

Chapter 9 27 Glencoe Algebra 2



NAME

______________________________________

DATE

_________________________

PERIOD

__________

Find the coordinates of the center and foci and the lengths of the major and minor axes for the ellipse with the given

equation. Then graph the ellipse.

+
(x3)2

= 1 12. + =

Center: Center: Center:

Foci: Foci: Foci:

Major axis length: Major axis length: Major axis length:

Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length:

Chapter 3 2 Glencoe Algebra I



NAME

_____________________________________

DATE

________________________

PERIOD

__________

13.. 7x2 + y2 + 6y — 56x + 93 = 0 14. 3x2 + y2 — 6x — 6 = 0 15. 2x2 + 3y2 + 12y — 20x + 14 = 0

Center: Center: Center:

Foci: Foci: Foci:

Major axis length: Major axis length: Major axis length:

Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length: Minor Axis length:

Chapter 3 2 Glencoe Algebra I



C-5 Hyperbolas

Focus Vcaex aex4us

Center /
Focal axis

A hyperbola is the set of all points in a plane
whose distances from two fixed points in the
plane have a constant difference. The fixed
points are the foci of the hyperbola. The line
through the foci is the focal axis. The point on
the focal axis midway between the foci is the
center. The points where the hyperbola
intersects its focal axis are the vertices of the
hperbola.

http://www.coolmath.com/algebra/25-conic-sections/04-introduction-hyperbolas-O 1

____

(h,k±c)

____

(h,k±a)

(h±b,k)

y—k±x—h)

As with ellipses, there are several important relationships among the parts of hyperbolas.

• There are two axes of symmetry.

• The values of a, b, and c are related by the equation c2— a2 + b2.

x = —a -‘ = a

lu. )

c%lcc\y5 1-i3-+0.. 5 j.S ?s’fr (S+1 (\O+
Concept Equations of Hyperbolas Centered at (h, k)

Standard Form
(x— h)2

— _

2

= 1
a2 b2

Orientation horizontal

Foci (h±c,i<)

Vertices (h ± a, k)

______

Co-vertices (h, k ± b)

Equations of Asymptotes y — k= ±-(x — ii)

2
— (x— h)2

a2

vertical



Graphing Hyperbolas

1. Graph the vertices
2. Use a and b to draw the box
3. Draw the diagonals (asymptotes)
4. Draw the hyperbola starting at the vertices

Example: Sketch the Hyerbola

94

,,-z ?.L.

c

J Write an Equation Given Vertices and Foci

Write an equation for the hyperbola shown in the graph.

cc

9

O( iorcJc
\J(o)

(3.D)

F(, O)

(, o L 1 — Z. /

3Z



Write an Equation Given Asymptotes

The asymptotes for a vertical hyperbola are y = and y = —r and the vertices are

at (0, 5) and (0, —5). Write the equation for the hyperbola.

\JeY

Co)

(9+10
C

Graph a Hyperbola

Graph
3)2

—

16
= 1. Identify the foci, and asym,pkies.

a q
C(3,-2)

kO-i?ordI

( i,-i)
(,-2)

73k

Cx-s)



Class Exercises

Write an equation for each hyperbola.

C(o,o)

--

Graph each hyperbola. Identify the vertices, lod, and asymptotes.

: 2
6. - 1

3 4y2 + 24.i — + 4i — 4 = (1

9)
—

L/):

- (i-?y-

2. 4. y

(0.8 /

CCo,oj

b9-1 -
(—9. 81 8) -

J:j



C-5 Skills Practice
Hyperbolas

Write an equation for each hyperbola.

Worksheet

Write an equation for the hyperbola that satisfies each set of conditions.

3. vertices (—4, 0) and (4, 0), conjugate axis of length 8 4. vertices (0, 6) and (0, —6), conjugate axis of length 14

1. y

-5o)
0)7

(0>4

‘-8J4 C) 48x

:

2.

(06)

4 8x

(0—6)

5. vertices (—3, 0) and (3, 0), foci (+5, 0) 6. vertices (0, —2) and (6, —2), foci (3 ±.jT, —2)



Graph each hyperbola. Identify the center, vertices, foci, and asymptotes.

1O.-—= 1 11.—-= 1 12.
—

= 1

center: center: center:

vertices: vertices: vertices:

foci: foci: foci:

asymptotes: asymptotes: asymptotes:

13.
(y-2)2 — (x_1)2

= 1 14. 16x2 — 9y2 + 128x + 36y + 76 = 0

center: center:

vertices: vertices:

foci: foci:

asymptotes: asymptotes:



0-4 Counting Techniques
Recall that an outcome is the result of a single trial of a EX: Flipping a Coin
process involving chance, called a probability

experiment. The set of all possible outcomes of such an

experiment is called a sample space.

Tree diagram - used to systematically list the outcomes in a sample

space

Tree diagram if I have 3 shirts (red, yellow, white) and 2 pairs of

pants (black tan)

Concept_Fundamental_Counting_Principle

_______

Words The number of possible outcomes in a sample space can be found by multiplying the

number of possible outcomes for each event.

Symbols If event M can occur in m ways and is followed by event N that can occur in n ways, then

the event Mfollowed by Ncan occur in m • n ways.

This rule can be extended to three or more events,

BICYCLES A bicycle manufacturer makes five- and ten-speed bikes in seven different

colors and four different frame sizes. How many different bicycles does the

manufacturer make?

A shoe manufacturer makes brown and black shoes in nine different

sizes. How many different shoes does the manufacturer make?

2



Counting problems can also involve determining the number of different arrangements
of objects. An arrangement of a group of distinct objects in a certain order is called a
permutation. For example, there are 6 permutations of the letFF7,BEnd C.

ABC ACB BAC BCA CAB CBA

To determine this number mathcmaticall3 apply the Fundamental Counting Principle.
There are 3 choices for the first letter. Once this letter is chosen, 2 choices remain for the
second letter. After the first two letters are chosen, only one choice remains.

first letter second letter third letter permutations

3 . 2 • I = 6

BAND There are 8 finalists in a band competition. In how many different ways can
the bands be ranked if they cannot receive the same ranking?

3•
There are 9 players in the baseball lineup. No two players can share the same spot in the
lineup. How many lineups are possible?

The product 3. 2 . I can also be written as 3!, which is read 3 factorial.

5!=
.

12() O!—1(bydefinition)

8!=

Concept Permutations of n Objects Taken rat a Time — —

The number of permutations of robjects taken from a group of n distinct objects is given by
0_ fli

5P3
._. 5.(. (-‘

cE—

8P6

1O2

PerniutatlonolnObJectsTaken rataTlme

TUTORING how many different ways can two students he assigned to five tutors if
only one student is assigned to each tutor?

How many ways can I choose the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place winners in the talent contest with
13 contestants?



5.

Ys

CARDS how many ways are there to choose 5 cards from a standard deck of

52 playing cards?

ç

Twenty-five students write their names on slips of paper. Then three different

names are chosen at random to receive prizes. l)etcrrnine whether each situation

inVOlves jicrnzu (a twos or co;n is in a (sass S.

a. choosing 3 people to each receive a “no homework” coupon

ZS :2,300

b. choosing 3 people to each receive one of the following prizes: 1st prize, a new

graphing calculator; 2nd prize, a “no homework” coupon; 3rd prize, a new pencil

?sP

i\ selection of distinct objects in which the order of the objects selected is 55551 important is
called a combination. - -

[jcyConcepi Combinations of nObjects Taken rat a Time

The number of combinations of robjects taken from a group of n distinct objects is given by
, I?!

— — (0 — r)! r!

(s
“3 5c3 _-___-_____.__

(s•i -

8C6: 2- -‘

permutation

Type of Arrangement j Descdp1on Clue Words Exampes

The order of objects or

people is Important.
• arranging x

• an arrangement of first,

second, and third

• arranging 4 books on a

bookshefl
• an arrangement of the

tetters in moth

combination The order ot objects or selecting a ot y • setecting 3 ot 8 flavors

people is not important • choosing x from y • choosing 2 people from

a group of 7

I



0-5 Adding Probabilities
Probability is a rneasuie of the chance that a
given event E will occur. The probability P(E)
that an event will occur is always given as a
ratio between 0 and 1, inclusive.

if we assume that all outcomes of an experiment are equally likely, then we can calculate
the theoretical probability that an event will occur using the sample space of possibLe
outcomes. We can also calculate the empirical or experimental probability using
outcomes obtained by actually performing trials of the experiment.

KeyConcept Theoretical and Experimental Probability

If each outcome is assumed to be equally likely, Given the frequency of outcomes from a
the theoretical probability Pof an event Eis certain number of trials of an experiment,
given by the experimental probability Pot an event Eis

P’E’ — number of favorable outcomes given by
— number of possible outcomes

P’E’ number of favorable trials
— number of trials

_____

I Theoretical and Experimental Probability

14

n 12

1o

Number Rolled

The graph shows the results of several
trials of an experiment in which a single
die is rolled.

a. What is the experimental probability
of rolling a 6?

b.

6

of rolling a 6?



An event that has a single outcome, such as rolling a f, on a die, is called a simple event.

Many problems involve finding the probability of a composite or compound event,

which consists of two or more simple events. To find the probability of a compound

event, you must consider whether the events can occur at the same time.

Events that cannot occur at the same time are said to be mutually exclusive. Mutually

exclusive events have no outcomes in common. For example, because it is not possible tc

draw a card from a standard deck that is both a king and a queen, these two events are

mutually exclusive. It is possible to draw a card that is both a king and a spade, so these

events are not mutually exclusive.

Mutually Exclusive Not Mutually Exclusive

Add Probabilities

Determine whether the events are mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive.

Then find the probability.

a. Keisha has a stack of 8 baseball cards, 5 basketball cards, and 6 hockey cards. If

she selects a card at random from the stack, what is the probability that it is a
baseball or a hockey card?

f4

_

iq 19

b. Suppose that of 1400 students, 550 take Spanish, 700 take biology, and 400 take

both Spanish and biology. What is the probability that a student selected at

random takes Spanish or biology?

SSb
I Cj i,..

_____

‘LA,.)

Kings Queens

4i
Concept Addition Rules for Probability

Kings Spades

A423*
‘,4*5*6O \

K KO 7*8*9
K+

If two events A and B are mutually exclusive, the
probability that A or B will occur is

If two events A and Bare not mutually exclusive,
the probability that A or B will occur is

P(Aor B) = P(A) + P(8). P(Aor B) = P(A) + P(B) — P(Aand B).

c-f

+ I
-

- s-
I-s

ç- + ‘—

. s- ---

- IL!
19

)ME
_IQo

I Lf



Determine whether the events are mutua liii exclusive or not mutually exclusive.
Then find the probability.
3. A card is drawn at random from a standard deck of cards.

a. P(club or diamond)

13 13 2(,L
- -

b. P(ace or spade)

LIt
-

___

C. P(jack or red card)

(‘JI1E -

_

S2 S2.
S.

ODDS Another measure of the chance that an event will occur is called odds. The odds
of an event occurring is a ratio that compares the number of ways an event can occur
s (successes) to the number of ways it cannot occurf (failure), or s tof. The sum of the
number of success and failures equals the number of possible outcomes.

9. Two fair coins are tossed. Find the odds in favor of both jng on heads. Then find
the odds in favor of

T1-



0-6 Multiplying Probabilities
If the occurrence of one event does not affect the probability of a second event occurring,
then the two events arc independent events.

Concept Probability of Independent Events

If two events A and B are independent, then the probabiHty that A and B will occur is

P(Aand B) = P(A). P(B).

This rule can be extended to three or more independent events.

A coin is tossed and a die is rolled. What is the probability of the coin landing on
tails and rolling a 3? -

- 12.

A card is drawn from a standard deck of 52 cards. A spinner with four equal sections of different
colors is spun. What is the probability of drawing a jack and the spinner landing on red?

J--(1N
S2. -4’-1r)

A bag contains 8 red pencils, 6 yellow pencils, and 5 purple pencils. Two pencils are drawn one at a time
and replaced. What is the probability of picking a red pencil and then a red pencil?

rT1

If the occurrence of the first event does affect the probability of the second event occurring, then the
events are dependent events

The probability of an event A occurring given that event B has already occurred is called
a conditional probability and is represented byP(B IA), read the probabilitii of B given A.
This notation is used in the nile for the probability of two dependent events.

‘ConcepI Probability of Dependent Events

if two events A and Bare dependent, then the probability that A and B will occur is

P(AandB)= P(A).P(BIA).

This rule can be extenderl to three or more dependent events.

A bag contains 12 red, 9 blue, 11 yellow, and 8 green marbles. If two
marbles are drawn at random and re,pjaced, what is the probability
that a red and then a blue marble are dr ?

IL 9_ 9
tic, 31 13o

On the last day of the grading period, three students with the highest average get to pick a prize from
a bag that contains 4 pairs of sunglasses, 5 key chains, and 6 car air fresheners. What is the
probability that the first student draws a key chain, the second draws a car air freshener, and the
third draws a keychain2

4TN
‘5- ii



Concept Conditional Probability

f A and B are dependent events, then the conditional probability of event B occurring, given that event
A has already occurred, is

P(Aand B)
P(B I A)

= P(A)
where P(A) 0.

FOOD At a restaurant, 25% of customers order chili. If 4% of customers order chili
anda baked potato, find the probability thatiièoniWTiZiciilialsoders
a baked potato.

P(c) .Zs
A bag contains 8 red pencils, 6 yellow pencils, and 5 purple pencils. Two pencils are drawn one at a time
and not_replaced. What is the probability that the second pencil is purple, given that the first pencil is red?

What is the probability of drawing a King from a deck of
cards given that it is raining outside?

A cozltingc?zct,’ or two-way frequency table is often used to show the observed or relative
frequencies of data from an experiment classified according to two variables, with the
rows indicating one variable and the columns indicating the other. These tables can be
used to find conditional probabilities.

MEDICINE A drug company conducted an experiment to determine the effectiveness
of a certain new drug. Test subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups:
a treatment group, which received the drug, or a control group, which received a
placebo instead of the drug. The contingency table below shows the results.

jroI(G)—

a. Find the probability that a test subjec s condition imp oved given that he or she
was in the treatment group.

-

b. Find the probability that a test subject was in the control group given that his or
her condition did not improve.

)a



0-9 Measures of Center, Spread, and Position

Statistics is the science of collecting, organizing, displaying, and analyzing data in order

to draw conclusions and make prediction.s. The branch of statistics that focuses on

collecting, summarizing, and displaying data is called descriptive statistics.

The entire group of interest to a statistician is called a Population

population. A variable is a characteristic of a population

that can assume different values called data. Data that
include only one variable are called univariate data.

When it is not possible to obtain data about every
member of a population, a representative sample or

subset of the population is selected.

Univariate data are often summarized using a single
number to represent what is average or typical. Measures

of average are also called measures of center or central tendency.

The most common measures of center are mean, median, and mode.

KtyConcept Measures of Center

• The mean is the sum of the values in a set of data x1, x2 x0 divided by the total number of
x1+x2+...+x

values n In the set. The formula for population mean p is p
=

• The median is the middle value or the mean of the two middle values in a set of data when the data
are arranged in numerical order.

• The mode is the value or values that appear most often in a set of data. A set of data can have no

mode, one mode, or more than one mode.

For aniplo I piiICI p x.

SOFT DRINKS The number of milligrams of sodium in a 12-ounce can of ten different

brands of regular cola are shown below. Find the mean, median, and mode.

SO, 2l2 2fJ4O,?,

- 34

?9s- /0
-;;3- 295-

yVJ
0 :

— -x_



NAME

______________________________________

DATE

_______________________

PERIOD

___________

8-1 Study Guide and Intervention
Random Sampling

Classifying Studies Various study types can be used to collect sample information.

Term Definition Example

Survey a means of obtaining information from a population or taking a poll to learn who people will
a sample of the population vote for in an upcoming election

Experiment an operation in which something is intentionally done studying the differences between two
to people, animals, or objects, and then the response groups of people, one of which
is observed receives a treatment and the other a

placebo

Observational Study an examination in which individuals are observed and observing a group of 100 people, 50
no attempt is made to influence the results of whom have been taking a

treatment; collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting the data

Example 1: Determine whether each situation describes a survey, an experiment, or an observational study.
Then identify the sample, and suggest a population from which it may have been selected.

The school administrators want to start an after-school tutoring program. They send a questionnaire to
100 students randomly selected from those who had a grade-point average less than 2.8.

This is a survey, because the data are collected from participants’ responses in the questionnaire. The sample is the
100 students who received the questionnaire, and the population is all of the students who had a grade-point average
less than 2.8.

Example 2: Determine whether the following situation calls for a survey, an experiment, or an observational study.
Explain your reasoning.

You want to know how students and parents feel about school uniforms.

This calls for a survey. It is best to obtain the data by asking a random sample of students and a random sample of parents
to give their opinions.

Exercises

Determine whether each situation calls for a survey, an experiment, or an observational study. Explain your
reasoning.

l.A research group wants to determine if playing music in a patient waiting room reduces stress levels. Experiment;
sample answer: A sample of patients from two different waiting rooms will need to be
tested, which means that the members of the sample will be affected by the study.

2. A nutrition research group wants to determine whether ninth-grade students who reported having eating breakfast
every school moming had higher standardized test scores than who did not report having eaten breakfast every school
morning. Observational study; sample answer: The scores of the participants are observed
and compared without them being affected by the study.

3. A restaurant plans to ask 100 randomly selected customers to determine which menu item is most popular. Survey;
sample answer: The data will be obtained from opinions given by members of the sample
population.

Chapter 8 5 Glencoe Algebra 2



NAME DATE PERIOD

8-1 Study Guide and Intervention (continued)

Random Sampling

Make Inferences Once data have been collected using a random sample, you can analyze the data to calculate a sample

statistic and make inferences about the population. In some cases, you can make an inference about the population without

knowing the size of the population.

Example 1: A random sample of the 5000 employees at a company

were surveyed about the type of pet they own. Based on the results in
the graph, what is the most reasonable inference about the number of
employees who own a dog?

____________________________

Step 1 Determine the number of employees in the random sample.

____________________________

150 + 350 + 200 + 50 = 750

___________________________

So, there were 750 employees in the random sample.

Step 2 Calculate the sample proportion.
350 employees in the random sample own a dog.
350

0.47

The sample proportion is about 0.47.

Step 3 Use the sample proportion to make an inference about the population.

0.47 • 5000 = 2350
It is reasonable to infer that approximately 2350 employees at the company would own a dog.

Example 2: A student chose a random sample of 4% of the athlete’s at a school. The student found that 5 of the

athletes were boys. What is the most reasonable inference about the number of athletes at the school that are boys?

Step 1 Write an expression for the size of the sample.
Let P represent the number of athletes that are boys.
Then 0.04P represents the number of athletes that are boys.

Step 2 Calculate the sample proportion.
The sample proportion of athletes who are boys is 5.
5 = 0.04P
125=P
It is reasonable to infer that approximately 125 athletes at the school are boys.

Exercises

1. A random sample of the 2000 students at an elementary school were
surveyed about their favorite color. Based on the results in the graph, what

__________________________

is the most reasonable inference about the number of students who chose

__________________________

pink as their favorite color?
about 471

2. A random sample of 20% of the teachers in a district was chosen. It was

found that 40 of the teachers were female. What is the most reasonable

_________________________

inference about the number of teachers in the district that are female?

200

Type Of Pet
400

a)
>.
.23oo
2

200
0

. 100.

2
z 0

Cat Dog Fish Hamster

Favorite Color

ç .2

06

E
z

Red Blue Green Pink

Chapter 8 6 Glencoe Algebra 2



8-3 Population Parameters

1 Estimate Population Means or Proportions A population parameter is a
number that represents the s’hoIe population. lhese are usually unknown values and

must be estimated from given data. [he population mean is a population parameter that
calculates the mean, or average, of the entire population. The population mean can be
represented by p. Another parameter is the population proportion p, which is the
number of members in the population sharing a particular attribute divided by the
number of members in the population.

$ Key Concept Population Mean and Population Proportion

Five students with test scores 100. 100, 91. 84, and 75

Population Proportion

fraction or percentage of the sample survey
that possess a particular trait

Proportion of test scores higher than 90:
— test scores higher)

— number of test)

Population Mean

average of a sample sot vey

Formula
‘; x

— xl+x,+x.+ +x

N

Real-World Example I Use Data to Estimate Population Mean

COLLEGE All 51 residents in a dorm were surveyed to
see how many classes they are taking this semester.
The results are shown in the table at the right.

What is the population mean for the number

of classes taken this semester?

Number of Classes Number of Toial Number of
Residenis Classes

1 6

2 5 IQ
3 26 -

4 11
(71y

5 3 Ij

Number or Number of
Hours Employees

Guided Practice

What is the population mean for the number
of hours worked per day?

-37

3 ‘ 1 /2.
4 12 1’
5 21 JIos—

lbs



Example 2 Use Data to Estimate Population Proportion

In a population of 250 people, 90 said they prefer running over hiking.

a. What is the population proportion of people who prefer running over hiking?

b. What percent of the population prefers running to hiking?

3

Guided Practice

Find the following population proportions.

2A. 105 people prefer running over hiking.

The margin of error tells you the interval in which the result will fall relative to the real
population value.

A confidence level is a percentage that measures how confident you can be in a given
margin of error.

F $ Key Concept Margin of Error Formula

margin of error = 100

where es the sample 5120

Example 3 Calculate Margin of Error

A survey is conducted to determine how people will vote for the school presidential
candidacy. The result of the 500 students surveyed showed that 62’. will vote for

Candidate B. Find the margin of error. —.s7.ç0
E_,?Croo) .

3. A Ll mv i. cond uct’d to dterni I ni t lii’ most Ii kid color 01 t se ra in tns. I lsc result’

of t 1w 21)1) 1wopk’ 50 rvevcd ‘.howed 1 hat 41 of pcopl i’ I ike t 1w color hI tie t he most

• i rid t 1w margin of error.

3•q0-



Real-World Example 4 Use Margin of Error to Find Sample Size

RESEARCH You are a member of a research team and are going to run a simulation.
The simulation needs to result in an adequate sample size and margin of error for each
trial.

a. Find the sample size mi should use in our simulation for a margin of error of ± 3’..

Substitute ±3’’.. for the margin ot error and solve for n in the margin of error
formula. fF 03 ‘(r= ---

ñUID.9
•03

b. Determine the sample size that has a margin of error of ± 10”,..

Substitute ± 10”.. for the margin of error and solve for ii in the margin of error
formula.

Guided Practice

4. The finance director decides to conduct a survey wi a margin of error of ±4”.
Find the appropriate sample size.

1. MODELING Jesse does community service keeping tlw
local park clean. I Ic noticed people who conw to the
park on a regular basis to play chess for several hours. ‘D
Jesse surveyed some of the players to find the total c—’
ntimLwr of hours tlwv play each week. Use 11w table to .)
calculate 11w population mean. 1./tI

s-c

___________

2Ye

2. A survey is conducted to find the most—watched TV
network during the times of 5:00 P.M. to 10:00 P. Xl. Out
of a sample of 175 people, 59 viewers are watching the
news channel during this time frame. What is the population proportion of people
who are watching 11w news channel?



8-5 Evaluating Published Data

1 Evaluate Reports I port piihIihcil tin I is. .itis, in iiiag.i/iiie. md in
.dsertising mae present data Iroiti sur\eVs or tiidic It is important ii read lie

rejitirts critisaIIv Iii ttetcrinhiic n IitIiir tli ii iitlie.iili i ilii ted in the reports ire

U6

(iiiild t’ias have been vt rod iiced in conduct i ni tIre .iirvev

• l\as the studi fused on a controlled eu.pci irirent is tb redo idu,ik ranstoiiils asigiie
to .i contriil group intl tu a t nit mint group

• Can a cause—and—el vet relationship be deducs’d roni tire data

1. TEXT1NG Explain whether the conclusion presented in the following report is valid.

U.S. Students Text Less Often in Class Than Originally Thought

A survey asked 130 students at Madison I ligh School how often ttwv sent one or
more text messages while in class. 01 the students survived, 6t. said they never
send a text in clasu.lhe results of the survey show that testing in class is not as
serious a problem as some may have feared.

-

us

Bf000 PREsSuRE Explain whether the conclusion presented in the following report
is valid.

Eating Fruit Lowers Blood Pressure

The cafeteria at Midvihle Hospital offers a bowl of fresh fruit and other items for dessert.
Researchers tracked 200 hospital emplovets who eat lunch at the cafeteria each day.
They divided the employees into two groups: those who chose fruit for dessert and
those who chose other iten5s for dessert. At the end of six nronths. the researchers
nieasursst the bhixicl pressure of the employees and found that those in the group that
chose fruit had a lower average hlsl pressure than those who chose other desserts.

Nr ‘*ku



• l)o the scales on fir,’ .15,’. Le-e ,‘ irsisicrit intervals l’s,’cn tick marks?

• I), los, ii,’’. on the as&’s dist,trt ,iift,’r,’ icr’s in iii,’ nut thin’s’

• I),o’s a Itistogrant group data thin’s .ip rirpriatn’Is

Real-World ExampIe2 Identify Misleading Uses of Data

MASCOTS E\plain whether the data presented in the following report is misleading.

hawks: The Overwhelming Choice

Students at Redrsv1 I ugh School are
clising a new mascot for the school’s
teams. A random sample of 56 students
at the chooh were stirveved and given a
choice of four mascots. The results,
shown in the bar graph. indicate an
overwhelming preference for Hawks as

the new name for the sch,xil’s teams.

Mascot Survey

2. C[IARITY Explain whether the data presented are misleading.

Donations Are Looking Good!

A random sample of 10 donations
received this week at the Gray
Foundation show that most donations
to the charity arc in the $41 to $60
range. The histogram displays the
data. The dollar values of the
donations in the random sample are
given below.
42, 21, 35, 41, 43, 20, 43, 25, 41, 42

C

U-

2 Identify M is I cad in y Uses of Data I )ata I nunu a sir rves or studs’ carl be presented
in a variety of ,va\ s. In sonic cases, tie data nuav be presented in a graph so that

stinunsune might d ran an ii n’,irr,’ct condo suon from the data. (ouusidn’r the liii lowing.

• l)o the scales on the a\,’s begin at ,cro’ It not, isa break shown on tire tSr’s?

-‘
• ould thIn’ person or org.r ni/at sin prn’sn’ntiuug the dat,i rave a rvas,,ur to create a

iuiisln’.iduug graph?

20
C,

us
a 16

Z Lors P,,rid,ns Hawks Str,gi,ys

‘team Name

Gray Foundation
Don tions

I

Pg. 563-1,2,4, 7, 10, 17



_____

8-6 The Normal Distribution

____

fKeConcePt The Normal Distribution

__________—

• The graph of the curve is continuous, bell-shaped, and symmetric with respect to the mean.

• The mean, median, and mode are equal and located at the center.

• The curve approaches, but never touches, the x-axis.

• The total area under the curve is equal to 1 or 100%.

The area under the normal curve represents the amount of data within a certain interval
or the probability that a random data value falls within that interval. The Empirical Rule

can he used to determine the area under the normal curve at specific intervals.
StudyTip

srinai Distributions In all of

Concept The Empirical Rule these cases, the number of
——-—— da values must be large for

with mean iand

• approximately 680/s of the data 2.35% ./“ ‘N. 2.35%
fall within 1o of the mean, I

• approximately 95% of the data a—3 p—2J p— p p+t7 p+2 p+3o

fall within 2 of the mean, and
68% —i

• approximately 99.7% of the data

___________
__________

fall within 3o- of the mean.

___________________

997%

I Use the Empirical Rule to Analyze Data

A normal distribution has a mean of 21 and a standard deviation of 4.

a. Find the range of values that represent the middle 68% of the distribution.

b. What percen.of the aata will be greater than 29?

1. A normal distribution has a mean of 8.2 and a standard deviation of 1.3.

A. Find the range of values that represent the middle 95’ of the distribution.

. What percent of the data will he less than 4.3?

A.) S-Co<Xit

13.).

i 9.



I 1 Use the Empirical Rule to Analyze a DishibuHon

HEIGHTS The heights of 1800 adults are normally distributed with a mean of
70 inches and a standard deviation of 2 inches.

a. About how rpany adults are between 66 and 74 inches?

ioo

b. What is the probabilit that a random adult is more than 72 inches tall?

2. NETWORKING SITES The numbcr of friends per member in a sample of 820 members
is normally distributed with a mean of 38 and a standard deviation of 12.

A. About how many members have between 26 and 50 friends?

B. What is the probability that a random member will have more than 14 friends?

/ : :\‘

/! i ‘ :\

2 Standard Normal Distribution The Empirical Rule is only useful for evaluating
specific values, such as c + 0. Once the data set is staodardi:cd, however, any data

value can be evaluated. Data are standardized by converting them to z-values, also
known as z-scores. The z-value represents the number of standard deviations that a given
data value is from the mean. Therefore, z-values can be used to determine the position of
any data value within a set of data.

(Kevconcept Formula for z-Values

The i-value for a data value Xin a set of normally distributed data is given btz = here is
the mean and a is the standard deviation.

iJJ Use z-Values to Locate PositIon StudyTip

Find z if X = 18, p = 22, and = 3.1. Symmetry The normal
distribution is symmetrical, so

Indicate the position of X in the distribution, when you are asked for the

!..i.. _///\\\\,

3. Find X if = 39, a’ 8.2, and: = 0.73. Indicate the position of X in
the distribution.

z X-39



0-8 Notes

- Example I (solvin’ for the hypore’nuse)

Use the Pythagorean theorem to determine the length of X.

x

8

Step I

Identify the Iegs and the hypotenuse of the

right triangle.

www mathwarehousq,CQfl

The legs have length 6 and 8 X is the

hypotenusek because it is opposite the right

angle.

•:::‘

A2+B2=C2

62+82=X2

Step 2

Substitute values into the formula (remember

‘C’ is the hypotenuse).

Step 3

Solve for the unknown.

ioo=x2

1o=x



-
- Example 2 (solving for a Leg)

Use the Pythagorean theorem to determine the length of X.

26

Substitute values into the formula (remember

‘C is the hypotenuse).

+242 = 262

+576=676
= 676—576

x2=100
x=v’raty

x=1O

24

Step I

x

Identify the legs and the hypotenuseb of the
right triangle.

Step 2

ww. mathwarehouse.com

The legs have length 24 and X are the legs.
The hypotenuse is 26.

Step 3

Solve for the unknown.

A2 +B2
x2+242

=c2
=262



9-1 Trigonometric Functions in Right Triangles

1 Trigonometric Functions for Acute Angles Trigonometry is the study of

relationships among the angles and sides of a right triangle. A trigonometric ratio

compares the side lengths of a right triangle. A trigonometric function has a rule given

by a trigonometric ratio,
A

The Greek letter theta 0 is often used to represent the measure hypotenuse
of an acute angle in a right triangle. The litipoten use, the opposite

icc opposite 0, and the leg adjacent to 0 are used to define the 0

six trigonometric functions. C adjacent B
leg

eyConcept Trigonometric Functions inRightTriangies3H_CA.._T,4

Words If 0 is the measure of an acute angle of a right triangle, then the following trigonometric

functions involving the opposite side opp, the adjacent side ad], and the hypotenuse
hyp are true.

app hyp
Symbols sin (sine) 0

=
csc (cosecant) 0 =

jj) J Evaluate TrIgonometric Functions

Find the values of the six trigonometric functions for angle 0.

-

CVS9z*

2
Is-

sc6:

Sece: i:±
is

ccyf9: i

O4

1. Find the values of the six trigonometric functions for angle B.

l19 IS
17

cD.s

7

p

12:
Is

ji

cos (cosine) 0 =
Ilyp

tan (tangent) 0 =

Ecamples sin 0 =

sec (secant) 0 =

cot (cotangent) 0 =

cos 0 = tan 0
=

csc8=- sec0=* cot0=--

3
R 4j

SOH-CAH-TOA

8

,t,-\I P
17

GuidedPractice

A 15 C
qj.



Notice that the cosecant, secant, and cotangent ratios arc reciprocals of the sine, cosine
and tangent ratios, respectively. These are called the reciprocal functions.

cscO=—— secO= 1 cot9=———
Sin 0 cos 0 tan 0

The domain of any trigonometric function is the set of all acute angles 0 of a right
triangle. So, trigonometric functions depend only on the measures of the acute angles,
not on the side lengths of a right triangle.

concept Trigonometric Values for Special Angles

3O060900

sn 300 =
. cos 300 =

. tan 300 =

sin60°=. cos6o°=+ tan6tr=’J
x1

2x

Find Trigonometric Ratios

If sin B = ., find the exact values of the five remaining trigonometric

functions for B.

_____

Draw a right triangle and label one acute angle B.

C

0 •Z•5 *4;L

-?s

41

45°-45°-90°

sin 45G=. cos45°—--i tan 450
= 1

x

C..Sc

C0513.- AW
c.

I—

“39
Co+1::



Find a Missing Side Length

Use a trigonometric function to find the value of x. Round to
the nearest tenth if necessary.

• iiii•

I’ll’’
I.’’’’
•iiiii
•iiiii
I.’’’.
•iiiii
•iii.i
•i..Ii
•i..ii
•i..iI
•iiIII

I 11111
• lull

1q. o

Find a Missing Side Length

BUILDINGS To calculate the height of a building, Joel
walked 200 feet from the base of the building and used
an inclinometer to measure the angle from his eye to the
top of the building. If his eye level is at 6 feet, how tall
is the building?

D2cj

200ft



Nhen solving equations like 3x = —27, you use the inverse of multiplication to find xi
You also can find angle measures by using the inverse of sine, cosine, or tangent.

, Concept Inverse Trigonometric Ratios

Words If LA is an acute angle and the sine of A is x, then the inverse sine of xis the measure
of LA.

Symbols If sin A = x, then sin—1 x = mLA.

Example sin A = - —+ sin1 -- = mLA —+ mLA = 300

Words If LA is an acute angle and the cosine of A is x, then the Inverse cosine of xis the
measure of LA.

Symbols If cos A = x, then cos1 x = mLA.

Example cos A
= 4— cos- 4 = mLA —, mLA = 450

Words If LA is an acute angle and the tangent of A is x, then the inverse tangent of xis the
measure of LA.

Symbols If tan A = x, then tan x = mLA.

Example tanA=J.tarr1 f=mLA—mLA=60°

Find a Missing Angie Measure

Find the measure of each angle. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary.

a. LN

M N G

id)= sirc’(’)

A

b. LB

16

C 8 8



Silitlylip
ngles of Elevator ord
Depression The angle of
elevation and the angle of
depression are congesent
since they vie alternate
interior angles of parallel lines.

[r,’)J Use Angles of Elevation and Depression

a. GOLF A golfer is standing at the tee,
looking up to the green on a hill. If the
tee is 36 yards lower than the green and
the angle of elevation from the tee to the
hole is 12, find the distance from the tee
to the hole.

X. Sji)Z.:

s

b. ROLLER COASTER The hill of the roller coaster n

angle’ of descent, or an angle of depression, of 6Q.

Its vertical drop is 195 feet. Estimate the length of
the hill.

5n,O ----

In the figure at the right, the angle formed isv
the line of sight Irons tire ssvinrnrer and a line
parallel to the horizon is called the angle of
elevation. The ingle formed isv the line of sight

from the lifeguard and a line parallel to the
horiion is called the angle of depression di. -

X l

HW: 2-38(even), 46, 48



1 Angles in Standard Position An angle on the
coordinate pLane is in standard position if the vertex

is at the origin and one ray is on the positive i-axis.

• The ray on the i-axis is called the initial side
of the angle.

• The ray that rotates about the center is called
the terminal side.

Concept Angle Measures

If the measure of an angle is positive, the
terminal side is rotated counterclockwise.

If the measure of an angle is negative, -

the terminal side is rotated clockwise.

__________

0

4.

I Draw an Angle In Standard Position

Draw an angle with the given measure in standard position.

a. 215° b. _400

9-2 Anales and Anale Measure
90

y

0

27O

initial X

side

yy

2O

x 0J x

1 45



45O anIe
The terminal side of an angle can make more than
one complete rotation. For example, a complete
rotation of 3f,fl plus a rotation of 12O forms an
angle that measures 36O + 120° or 480°.

Draw an Angle in Standard Position

.‘RE0OAU3ttl Wakcbocirditzg is a combination of surfing. skateboarding.,
snowboarding. and water skiing. One maneuver involves a 540-degree rotation
in the air. Draw an angle in standard position that measures 540°.

Gui Practice

2. Draw an angle in standard position that measures 600°.

Two or more angles in standard position with the same
terminal side are called coterminal angles. For example,
angles that measure 600, 4200, and —300° are coterminal,
as shown in the figure at the right.

An angle that is coterminal with another angle can be
found by adding or subtracting a multiple of 3600.

• 60° + 3600
— 420°

• 600 — 3600 = _30fl0

4uJ Find Cotermlnal Angles

Find an angle with a positive measure and an angle with a negative measure that are

coterminal with each angle.

a. 1300 b. —200°

120’

130 -Zoo-43(QQ

130 - -7-00



One radian is the measure of an angle in standard position

with a terminal side that intercepts an arc with the same lengLh
iS the radius of the circle.

2iv radians = 3’cO ‘Tt radiins =

iyConcept Convert Between Degrees and Radians

Degrees to Radians

?r

Radians to Degrees

1)-

Rewrite the degree measure in radians and the radian measure in degrees.

ba, —3O

•

4A. 120 ‘7r 2

A ce”+
center of the circle.

of a circle is an angle with a vertex at the

Symbols s = rO
FlndArc Length

TRUCKS Monster truck tires have a radius of 33 inches. how far does a monster truck
travel in fec,after just three fourths of a tire rotation?

‘-1

3S.

5. A circle has a diameter of 9 ccntinwters. Find the arc length lithe central angle is
(it) . Round to the flea jest tenth.

r

U

tcf 3

U = 1 radian

ujL t Convert Between Degrees and Radians

4B.-1w -r
—

— ‘:

KeyConcept Arc Length

Words For a circle with radius rand central
angle ) (in radians), the arc length s
equals the product of rand .

Model

t



Draw an angle with the given measure in standard position.

2. 600 3. 3900

+
Find an angle with a positive measure and an angle with a negative measure that are
coterminal with each angle.

4. 25°

s-

Rewrite each cgree measure in radians and each radian measure in degrees.

8254 Sir

10. CSS REASONING A tennis player’s swing moves along the path of an arc. If the radius

of the arc’s circle is 4 feet and the angle of rotation is 1000, what is the length of the arc?
Round to the nearest tenth. —Cr.,,

11T S_LI
.rTf

HW: 12-34(even), 55, 57
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Name: Date: Hour:

Find the missing sides.

Special Right Triangles Worksheet

1.

4.

7.

6

10\

5.

8.

11.

3.

6.

9.

12.

Cross out the correct answers. The remaining letters (one per space) complete the statement.

5 9 3 10 3 12
EQ HA UA LT LF OT HE SQ UA RE RO

6J 25 6J 5 20 3 36 2

OT OF TH ER AD IU EH SO FT

11 4 16 6 8 32 2 7 8J 2%J
OT TH EN AG OR US AS TH E. T. S.

Isosceles Right Triangle 30-60-90 Triangle

a=4

b=4J5 b=23=6

5

In a 30-60-90 degrees right triangle, the side opposite the 30-degree angle is



9-3 Trigonometric Functions of General Angles

1 Trigonometric Functions for General Angles You can find values of

trigonometric functions for angles greater than 9O or less than 0’.

Concept Thgonometric Functions of General Angles j
Let U be an angle in standard position and let OjfD: ‘j
P(x, y) be a point on its terminal side. Using the

Pythagorean Theorem, r = + y2. The six
trigonometric functions of 0 are de ned below. -

sin0= cosfl=- tanO=-,x*0

csco=L,y#0 seco=L,xi:o cot9=.X,yo

y a y

l;) I Evaluate Trigonometric Functions Given a Point

The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains
the point at (—3, —4). Find the exact values of the six
trigonometric functions of 0. -

(q& -.-

s

.3 3

If the terminal side of angle 0 in standard position lies on the .v- or y-axis, the angle is
called a quadrantal angle.

- Concept Quadrantal Angles

________

— ..-. ---------..- —Qiiariranta)Anics The

0 = 0’ 0 = 90’ 0 = 180’ = 270’ measure of a guadrantal

0(0 radians or radians or it radians or - radians angle is a multiple of
2 2 go’ or!

The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains
the point at (0, 6). Find the values of the six
trigonometric functions of 0. r

‘ cj k:O
—tr- -

/

1y

)t0•

Play)

-j

5

a y

2 Quadrantal Angles



Gi Practice
1. The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains the point at (—6, 2). Find the

exact values of the six trigonometric functions of 0.

r:pu1
(77 2J

The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains the point at (—2, 0). Find the
values of the six trigonometric functions of 0.

2 ) Scfl & -: CScS:

-.•
—‘---—— coe-

-
S1

(o&

2 Tigonornetric Functions with Reference Angles If 0 is
a 000quadrantal angle in standard position, its reference angle

0’ is the acute angle formed by the terminal side of 0 and the ,4
x-axis. The rules for finding the measures of reference angles o
for 00 < 0< 3600 or 00 < 0 < 2ir are shown below. 0’ \

‘eyConcept Reference Angles Theta Prune W is read

— tlteta prime.

Quadranti Quadrantli Quadrantiti QuadrantlV

2250
4-

,,_ -

• 2.st/O,.ri- - Ic’

cD’ -if— -

2Jj 75 ‘0

-I

2.

S-Cc- -q
coO -3

0=0 0’=180°—0 0=0—180° 0’=360°—0
0=it—0 0=0—it

).) Find Reference Angles

Sketch each angle. Then find its reference angle.

a. 210°

ezo’
Lf5

Ys.



You can use reference angles to evaluate trigonometric functions for any angle U. The sign
of a function is determined b the quadrant in which the terminal side of 0 lies. Usc these
steps to evaluate a trigonometric function for any angle 0.

Concept Evaluate!rigonometnc Functions

‘ ) ) Use Thgonometrlc Functi

RIDES The swing arms of the ride at the
right are 84 feet long and the height of
the axis from which the arms swing is
97 feet. What is the total height of the
ride at the peak of the arc?

97

I Sb°
- ,-

s”
kyp

c:.s - 9
O’,P

Quadrant It
sir 0, csc U +

cos IL soc C —

tan 0, cci C —

Quadrant I
sin 0, cic 0’ +

coS 0, Sec U +

tan 0, cot 0’ +

quadrant iv
Sirs 0. (Sc 0’ —

- coS0,secO+

ian 0, cot U —

‘ Find the measure of the reference angle 0’.

L1l Evaluate the trigonometric function for U’.

LiiDIJ Determine the sign of the trigonometric
function value. Use the quadrant in which Quadrant Iti
the terminal side of 0 lies.

. —

cosO,secU—

tars 0, cot 0’ +

:, 5 Use a Reference Angle to Find a Trigonometric Value

Find the exact value of each trigonometric function.

a. cos 2400 b. csc

l’yP

(2s? ,

-

-



The terminal side of 0 in standard position contains each point. Find the exact values of
the six trigonometric functions of 0.

1(1,2) 3. (0, —4)

Sketch each angle. Then find its reference angle.

4. 300

Find the exact value of each trigonometric function.

7.

6

OS

SeL;jE

HW: 12-32(even), 33, 48, 49

9. sec 120°



Exact values of trig functions

cos135

kp

Q Hy

• Draw angle

7.

Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angte
• UseR50or-45-9O
patterns to find trig. vaIu”\.

Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant loca

- [.1y

-)c

.1 2x x
••

x

aI1k)S dro ikncrI
)porcbta)f%i -tao )ç-ckKi0

Jrr -ff

rc’tc(.
I13oy eG3I rkss’L
-b

opP
adj

sin

Cs

Ste us
• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

V

/



Steps
• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig, value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

Steps
• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig, value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

tan—3D sec

-x
(3

cdj

-x

-x
\ S.€c:

LJ

cot—330’cs,2:t

c3

-x
DPI,



Ccs (ao Cos—
11y

2S-L

O6

-N



WS: exact values of trig functions Worksheet

x

Steos
• Draw angle
• Draw reference triangle
• Find reference angle
• Use 30-60-90 or 45-45-90
patterns to find trig, value
• Positive or negative is
determined by quadrant location

2x x
1

x x

sin3l5° cos3000

csczr
cot7



tan(135°)

sec(—240)°
cos(_300)

sec(2100)

csc(405°)



9-LOS (Law of Sines)

1 Find the Area of a Triangle In the triangle at

the right, sin A = !!, or Ii = c sin A.

Area = Formula for area of a triangle

Area sin A) Replace h with c sin A.

Area = sin A Simplify. 2
Concept AreaofaTriangle

Words The area of a triangle is one half the product
of the lengths of two sides and the sine of their
included angle.

itL) Find the Area of a Triangle

Find the area of 1ABC to the nearest tenth.

In AABC, a 8, b = 9, and C = 1O4’.

I (Q:i)sn tOY

1. Find the area of AABC to the nearest tenth if A = 31°, b =

c = 22 meters.

((i2)sn3 1

A b C

ar *U)CLuo3

B&

Symbols Area = sin A= sin B= -ab sin C b C

B

8 cm

A 9cm C

meters, and

0C



I(eyConcept Law of Sines

jjj4 Solve a Triangle Given Two Angles and a Side

Solve IaABC. Round to the nearest tenth if necessary.

SrO S0s”
0- 3

L-
L)CZ

C..:

Guide Practice

2. Solve .\‘Pç) i(P 42 ,Q= 65’, and n = 5.

5’fl3 .,i’42

ab a>b

two solutions one solution one solution

Since sin A = you can use Ii = b sin A to find Ii in acute triangles.

In AABC, if sides with lengths a, b, and care
opposite angles with measures A, B, and C,
respectively, then the following is true.

sin A sin B = sin C
a b c

zrA $:1 St’d

z 5C(%d

o- orr5fv1

B

tGoncept Possible Triangles in SSA Case

LA is Acute.

Consider a triangle in which a, b, and mLA are given.

LA is Right or Obtuse.

A A

a<h a=/i
no solution one solution

A

b

a< b
no solution



Solve a Triangle Given Two Sides and anMgle

nS LSnLoS

sin.

•S iq

S.
——————--:

Determine whether each triangle has no solution, one solution, or two solutions.
Then solve the triangle. Round side lengths to (he nearest tenth and angle measures
to the stree.

a. In LRST, R = 105°, r = 9, and s = 6.

j

____

9

R 6 T

C

/4\>

54’
A

b. InABC,A=54°,a=6,and1;=8.

5inSLlt

___

—----- s—

C. In L.ABC, A = 35°, a = 17, and b = 20.

17

B



Guide Practice

Determine whether each triangle has no solution, one solution, or hon solutions.
Then solve the triangle. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures

to the nearest degree.

3A. In ARST, R = 9, r = 10, and = 12.

Sfr)S

I.

3B. In A?vRP, ‘ 32, = 7, and p = 4.

sc3a ,10p
—---

S’i

R=oo

3C. In AABC, A =
47), a = 15, and 1; = 18.

jcj

((D- ca

(.ç —

/--- Is-.



NAME

Law of Sines Worksheet
Find the area of AABC to the nearest tenth.

DATE PERIOD

1.

C

2. A35,b=3 ft,c7ft

Solve each triangle. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures to the nearest degree.

3.

5.

A

10

4.

A

7. WILDLIFE Sarah Phillips, an officer for the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, checks boaters on a lake to make sure
they do not disturb two osprey nesting sites. She leaves a dock and heads due north in her boat to the first nesting site. From
here, she turns 5° north of due west and travels an additional 2.14 miles to the second nesting site. She then travels 6.7 miles
directly back to the dock. How far from the dock is the first osprey nesting site? Round to the nearest tenth.

‘B

cm

9cm

375

21:

119

C, 6.

22

Chapter 12 25 Glencoe Algebra 2



• A submersible is an underwater vessel used
for exploring the depths of the ocean. You
can use trigonometry to find the distance
from a ship used to lower a submersible
into the ocean and a shipwreck spotted by
the submersible on the ocean floor. Sn-j(

1 Use Law of Cosines to Solve Triangles nn tis’ thi’ I .\V of Siiw to solv )
lrimgl( like tlw ofl( shown iho\’(. ‘ou un ust tlw Law of Cosines it:

• tlw t1wstIrts ut two sides nd th’ incliidt’1 ngl an known (sict&-mgh-sILlL as(’). s3
• th ru(’ surtN of thrtt sids art kiiovn (sidt’—sidt—..icIt’ cist)

— -----—.--.--.---_______ _ —-.--.-—

. Concept Law of Cosines

In AABC. if sides with lengths a. b. and care opposite angles with
measures A: B, and C. respectively, then the following are true.

a7 = b7 + c2 — 2bccos A

b2 = a2 + c
— 2accos B

c?=a2+b7—2abcosC A

j I Solve aTilangie Given Two Sides and the Included Angle

Solve .4BC.

s•— Z(5)(cos3o
-

Li
5rC

1. 4)I\L’tJ(IlIl(,=S2 ,i=6,,uftiI,=4.

‘L (,‘4 — (1o)(q)cos2

4 lo -

0I Law of Cosines

C

s23b: Sir’,
V.2 Aio- -

Practice

L)
Str, ‘2. 5ir H

Si1H.:



When von re onli given tlic’ three side lengths of i triingIe, von ein solve it l’v using the
liv of (osines. 1 he first step is to find ti msuftl Ifgeil’le. 1 his is done to
en sue t he i ither hv( i ngle i re ic i te when i. i.i n g the I w t Si ii es

Solve aTriangle Given Three Sides

Solve A 10 B

9 I(IQ(o

S( IIlOc
—I — l

— —

-i

Given

4/00 IOcc3A

-

jj5

[LSummary Solving Oblique Triangles

i

Begin by Using

two angles and any sides 5 Law of Sines

two sides and an angle opposite one of them Law of Sines

two sides and their included angle 5/\ 5 Law of Cosines S’ t.v\5

555three sides

GuidcdPractice

Law of Cosines &.c ,iç. 5

3. MARATHONS Au nl a ra ii I, mu le. in uui d rctiu m. She t hen tu rued 79 a id ri ii 7 ui es.
At tie end o t the ri n, how tar was .\ no’] a f ru um her .ta rt i ng (nut?



NAME DATE PERIOD

Law of Cosines Worksheet
Solve each A ABC. Round side lengths to the nearest tenth and angle measures to the nearest degree.

4. C = 71, a 3, b = 4

6.

5. C = 35, a = 5, b — 8

7. SATELLITES Two radar stations 2.4 miles apart are tracking an airplane. The straight-line

distance between Station A and the plane is 7.4 miles. The straight-line distance between

Station B and the plane is 6.9 miles. What is the angle of elevation from Station A to the

plane? Round to the nearest degree.

1. B

7

2. 3.
A

7.4 mi
6.9 mi

A
2.4 m

Chapter 12 31 Glencoe Algebra 2
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Find the exict va’ue of each expression if W < 0 < O.
1

4. II cos I) tind sç’ ti. . 5
5”

/ 3 d ‘‘s)eI
/ ric

Lf . I

I CScE): --

Sv

Cçif cos6=,findsecO

014&d


